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Book Descriptions:

canon d600 user manual

EOS M and EOS R Full Frame mirrorless ranges deliver the power of DSLR in the body of a compact
camera. Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers and discounts. Upon completion of the
download, the PDF file opens automatically. You may download and use the Content solely for your
personal, noncommercial use and at your own risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any damages
whatsoever in connection with the Content, including, without limitation, indirect, consequential,
exemplary or incidental damages. You shall also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify,
reformat or create derivative works from the Content, in whole or in part. Amazing picture detail is
provided by a highresolution 18 Megapixel MP APSC CMOS sensor, which combines with 14bit
DIGIC 4 processing so you can capture the wonder of a beautiful blue sky and enjoy exceptionally
smooth gradients between colours. The camera’s low light shooting capability enables you to achieve
clear, natural images in darker conditions, with an ISO range of 1006400 that can be further
expanded to 12800. Each shot will be captured in sharp detail thanks to the 9point Auto Focus
system, which can track subjects using the auto focus points across the frame. Even more accurate
focusing is providing by an extrasensitive central AF Sensor, while the iFCL Metering system from
the semiprofessional EOS 7D features a 63zone Duallayer metering sensor, helping you to ensure
your shot is correctly exposed, even in difficult lighting conditions. I think that it will go through a
PC Would appreciate your advice Move up or down to unlock the card for writing. Powered by
WordPress.org, Opravy rucniho naradi Smecno. Under low light, the shutter speed can be as long as
30 sec. In such cases, increase the ISO speed and hold the camera steady or use a tripod. The
shutter speed wiii be set automatically suit the scenes
brightness.http://xn----7sbab1bcaqplb0ccyi9d.xn--p1ai/files/3w-75i-manual.xml

canon 600d user manual, canon 600d instruction manual, canon 600d service
manual, canon eos 600d user manual, canon 600d user manual pdf, canon 600d
operating manual, canon eos 600d user manual pdf download, canon eos 600d user
manual free download, canon eos 600d user manual pdf, canon d600 user manual,
canon d600 user manual pdf, canon d600 user manual download, canon d600 user
manual free, canon d600 user manual software, canon d500 user manual.

While referring to the exposure level indicator in the viewfinder, you can set the exposure as
desired.This mode sets tile depth of field automatically. Normally, evaluative metering is
recommended.This feature can be used in Creative Zone modes except .You can then choose the
best exposure. This is called AEB Auto Exposure Bracketing.Press the button to lock the exposure,
then recompose and take the shot. After setting the proper flash exposure for the subject, you can
recompose the side and shoot.The default the correction is done when the image is captured.For
RAW images, it can be corrected with Digital Photo Professional provided software, p.302.
Correction disabled the images Dark Corners. Depending on shooting periphery.NormaHHy, t he
setting wHH obtain the correct white baHance. HfnaturaHHooking coHors cannot be obtained with,
match the Hightsource or set it manuaHHyby shooting a white object. This adjustment will have the
same effect as using a commerciallyavailable temperature conversion filter or color compensating
can be corrected to one of nine levels. This is for advanced users who are familiar with using color
temperature conversion or color compensating White Balance Correction. For normal shooting,
sRGB is recommended.About Adobe RGB This color space is mainly used for commercial printing
and other industrial uses. Live View shooting is effective not move. If you handhold the camera and
shoot while viewing LCD monitor, camera shake can cause blurred images. The metering mode will

http://xn----7sbab1bcaqplb0ccyi9d.xn--p1ai/files/3w-75i-manual.xml


be fixed to evaluative metering for Live View shooting. In Creative Zone modes, you can check the
depth of field by pressing the depthoffield preview button. During shooting, the Live View image will
automatically function settings listed below.Quick Control While the image is displayed on the LCD
monitor in Creative Zone modes, pressing the drive mode, white balance, Picture Style, Auto
Lighting Optimizer, imagerecording quality, and builtin flash
settings.http://www.alexandrapanayotou.com/web/images/static/daewoo-vcr-dvd-combo-manual-dv6t
844b.xml

It can help you level the camera vertically or horizontally. Have the target person face the camera.If
the focus is way off, face detection wil.The face will then be detected and. Although you can focus
the target area quickly, the Live View image will be interrupted momentarily AF point Magnifying
frame. Terminate Live View shooting when not shooting images. Before taking a long exposure, wait
several minutes before shooting. This is to prevent image degradation. Live View shooting cause
noise or irregular colors. And if you playback a movie on a card having a slow reading speed, the
movie might not playback properly. Changes in the exposure may be recorded. Quick Control While
the image is displayed on the LCD monitor, you can press the button to set the AF mode, white
balance, Picture Style, Auto Lighting Optimizer, imagerecording recording size, movie digital zoom,
and video snapshots. A video snapshot is a short movie clip lasting 2 sec., 4 sec., or 8 sec. A
collection of video snapshots is called a video snapshot album and can be saved to the card as a
single movie file. After the set shooting duration elapses, the shooting stops automatically. S ave as a
new album,.Set the release mode switch to, then press the transmit button. If the switch is set to
immediate shooting, still photo shooting will take effect. Note that some lowtone noise might also be
reduced. The sound Volumebalance between L left and R right cannot be adjusted. It will be applied
to both movie shooting and still photos taken during movie shooting. However, if you shoot still
photos, the image quality of the still photos may deteriorate. You can set this auto poweroff time.
When the camera has turned off due to auto power off, you can wake it up by pressing the shutter
button halfway or pressing any of the following buttons,,,. This is optional since a folder will be
created automatically captured images.You can change how the file number is assigned.

The file number wiii appear on your computer in this format llVlG O001.JPG. Whenever the card is
replaced or a new folder created, the file numbering starts from 0001. This is convenient if you want
to organize images according to cards or folders. Enable Enable 2 sec.Disable Canceled Standard
Canceled Auto. And when you let go of the shutter button, the display will turn on. You can use the
cameras menu to set the external Speedlite function settings only if the attached EXseries
compatible with this function. The setting procedure is the same as setting a camera menu function.
When this is combined with a slow sync speed, you can create a trail of light such as from car
headlights at night. Normally, you need not pay attention to this operation. However, you can
execute the sensor cleaning at anytime as well as disable it. However, in case visible dust still
remains, you can append the Dust Delete Data to the image for erasing the dust spots later. The
Dust Delete Data is used by Digital Photo Professional provided software, p.302 to erase the dust
spots automatically. Before an important shoot, you should update the Dust Delete Data by obtaining
it again. For details about using Digital Photo Professional p.302 to erase dust spots, see the
Software Instruction Manual p.304 in the Software Instruction Manual CDROM. If a smudge that
cannot be removed with a blower remains, having the sensor cleaned by a Canon Service Center is
recommended.Canceling the slave units auto power off To cancel the slave units auto power off,
press the cameras. The settings other than the below for the slave units control are all set with the
camera. Different types of Canon Speedfite slave units can be used and controlled together. Fully
Automatic Shooting Flash Shooting wireless flash shooting is explained with External Steps 1 to 4
and 6 apply to all wireless flash shooting.Convenient when you need a large flash output.

Flash Exposure Compensation if the flash exposure looks too dark or too bright, you can set flash
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exposure compensation with Multiple External. Flash Shooting This describes fullyautomatic flash
shooting with one external Speedlite and the builtin flash. You can change the flash ratio between
the external Speedlite and builtin flash to adjust how the shadows look on the. The basic settings are
shown below.The basic settings are shown below.For information the cameras compatibility date,
contact any Canon Serv ce Center. CT11043002 3chome, Ohtaku, Tokyo INC. Plaza, Lake Success,
NY 110421198, concerning this product, call toll free in the U.S. Canon EOS 600D EOS Rebel T3i
DSLR equipped with a high resolution 18 MP APSC CMOS sensor and DIGIC 4 Image Processor for
high image quality and speed. The ISO range from 100 to 6400 expandable to 12800 enables
highquality handheld shooting in lowlight conditions, without the need for flash. The 9 9point AF
system including one central crosstype sensor, spread out across the frame for swift, accurate
focusing, even with offcenter subjects. The sophisticated 63zone iFCL metering ensures accurate
exposures time after time. Other highlights include 3inch 1,040kdot Variangle LCD screen for
shooting at a variety of angles, 1080p Full HD movie recording with up to 10x digital zoom,
Onscreen Feature Guide, Scene Intelligent Auto mode, Creative Filter Effects and Builtin wireless
flash control. Leave a Comment Cancel reply Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. The feature guide description of the digital zoom function that appears on
the LCD monitor of the EOS 600D may be slightly unclear, so we are considering revising this
description. However, because the image is processed digitally, the higher the magnification, the
rougher the image will look. This information is listed on p.152 of the users manual. We are sorry for
the inconvenience, and would like to thank you for your understanding.

If customers using this product have any questions or concerns about this issue, they are requested
to contact the nearest Canon service centre for more information. Affected Product EOS 600D
Displaying the feature guide for the digital zoom The digital zoom function for full HD shooting has
been equipped on the above product as a new feature. You can display the feature guide description
for the digital zoom function by following the steps below. Select the Q button Quick button to select
the movie recording size. Here are the results of my investigations, some PDF files to be downloaded
as you would like The Canon EOS 600D lovers and those who would like to read the manual before
buying the product will thank you. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy
with it. Ok. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for
other manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal
electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you
need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need
djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use
opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try
it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant STILL CAMERA forum topics
Canon PowerShotA530 Az emlitett tipusu fenykepezogepben, ha akkumulator van akkor mindig
alacsony toltottseget jelez. Ceruza elem eseten ez a problema nincs meg. Termeszetesen az akksik
jol fel vannak toltve es tokeletesen mukodnek masik fenykepezoben valo hasznalatkor tobb akksival
is. A vakut is nagyon nehezen akarja feltolteni van mikor 1 perc is kell neki, ezt is csak akkor tudja,
ha nem sokkal elotte lett kiveve a toltobol. Lehete valamit kezdeni ezzel problemaval Koszi!

Canon MV830E nem veszi be a kazettat. Megoldva! Sziasztok! Egy canon MV830E kameranak az a
hibaja, hogy kazetta nelkul behuzza a kaz.Kazettaval azonban hiaba nyomom le a kazettat, par
masodperc utan sipol, es ismet kidobja. Tud valaki valami okosat mondani Koszonettel. Csak azert
irom meg, hatha valaki nem ismeri az okat. Ez a jelenseg akkor jon elo, mikor a benne levo CR1220
tipusu gombelem lemerul. Ugyanis ez tarolja a datumot es az idot. Csere utan ismet tokeletesen
mukodik a fenykepezogepem. Canon Power Shot A450 Sziasztok! Canon Power shot A450 tipusu
fenykepezohoz keresek LCDt. Bontott is jo lenne. Elore is kosz. Similar manuals You can write in
English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. Something went wrong. Packaging should be
the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the



manufacturer in nonretail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.Made life so much
easier. Good ebayer, highly recommended. To have it bound and tied was advantageous. Cancel
Thanks, well look into this. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Review Canon EOS 7D Mark II DSLR Camera Body, Canon 7D
Mark II features. Results 1 20 of 33. View and Download Canon EOS 70D instruction manual
online.Does anyone. Fujifilm X100S Pentax K5 IIs Canon EOS 70D Canon EOS 7D Mark II Pentax K3
II. My only Russian manual for K5II has more 400 pages. Digital Photo Professional 4 is a genuine,
Canonmade application. EOS 6D, EOS 7D Mark II, EOS 7D, EOS 70D, EOS 60D, EOS 60Da. Canons
new EOS Rebel T1i is packed with features, both refined and new. In addition to its admirable
performance with an. Canon EOS 700D DSLR User Manual, Instruction Manual, User Guide
PDF.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Tracking system Service Edge or
Warranty Card and Customer Invoice date.

Highlights Effective Pixels 18 MP Sensor Type CMOS Read all details Description The Canon EOS
600D is an advanced entry level DSLR that is extremely user friendly. This translates to better
photos and enhanced light capturing. This is augmented by the electronically controlled focal plane
shutter that allows for accurate image capture. For them, the Scene Intelligent Auto mode will help
in getting a hang of the workings of the camera. The shutter speed, focal length and exposure are all
values that have been taken care of with the auto mode, and this allows the user to purely
concentrate on the art of photography in terms of image angles and framing. This is possible mainly
in three settings, one is at 24 fps, the other at 25 fps and finally, you can even take HD videos at 30
fps. These modes when used judiciously allow you to easily and efficiently pick up the simple basics
of photography faster and take great photos. If you cannot get that perfect angle or the right
elevation for assisting in the perfect angle, then your photos will be far from great. This is why the
camera is equipped with a three inch LCD monitor that can be swiveled along various angles until
you get a clear shot of the subject no matter where or how you stand. Not Covered in Warranty
Warranty does not cover any external accessories such as battery, cable, carrying bag, damage
caused to the product due to improper installation by customer. This is a review after a months
usage, so here are the pros and cons. First, I would like to something which holds true about every
DSLR or point and shoot or whatever camera devices out there. We are living in a time where
actually difference between cameras is just feel and not quality and other things. All the cameras out
there can produce brilliant images, if you know how to use them. Like everyone else I was also
confused between Canon 600d and Nikon 5100. I took almost one month to review both of them and
then made my turn for Canon.

Below are the reasons for which I went for 600D 1. Previously I used Canon SX150IS which gave me
a good amount of manual control with the limited feature of a compact camera. I believe that
experience also. READ MORE Abhra Bhattacharyya Certified Buyer Sep, 2013 20 3 Permalink
Report Abuse 5 Awesome!!! Flipkart is the best place to get this camera.its the best deal in the
market.and there service is awesome.got my camera on the 5th day.ordered on friday and got to lay
my hands on this pretty the next tuesday.The packing was perfect with such a packing there was no
way of damage.now i dont want to talk much abt the camera the specs and brand speak for
itself.picture clarity is awesome.didnt get time to check out the video functionality though.thought of
writing this review. READ MORE Ramanathan Solayappan Certified Buyer Apr, 2011 49 12
Permalink Report Abuse 4 The Canon, it is. Just wanted to give a short review about this great SLR
camera. With Flipkarts pricing, I was way too confused between Nikon D5100 and Canon 600D you
cant go wrong with either of them, though Nikons colors tend to be on the punchy side. Most
prosumer grade DSLRs have a plethora of options and tricks, but all that matters the most is how
you frame and compose your image. Based on my observations 1. Image quality excellent resolution
2. Image colors a little dull ever so lightly tho. READ MORE Naren May, 2013 8 0 Permalink Report
Abuse 5 Great Product Image quality The 600D primarily with the kit 18135mm lens but it also



comes in a range of other kit configurations including a more standard 1855mm. As the sensor and
image processor of the 550D and 600D is identical, image quality is exactly the same. What this
means to photographers who havent experienced the 550D is excellent colour rendition and noise
control at high ISO levels. Dynamic range is very good, though there can be some highlight clipping
in contrasty situations when usi.

READ MORE Pradeep Kiran Certified Buyer, Hyderabad Jan, 2013 18 3 Permalink Report Abuse 5
Excellent Camera for Beginners I wanted to buy this camera for a while now and I got it a month
ago. I just love this camera. But if you compare this one with Nikon D5100, Nikon may score better
in terms of image quality and price. But 600D scores well in video quality. 18MP in 600D and
16.1MP in D5100 wont make a big difference. The wireless flash option which is in 600D is a handly
feature, which is not there in D5100 and external wireless flash transmitter cost too much. Im a
Canon fan so i opted for Canon. So its indi. READ MORE Sam Geoffray Apr, 2012 15 3 Permalink
Report Abuse 5 Looking for your first camera 600D is waiting for you!! My first DSLR and I still
remember how long it took me to reach to this decision. I went through almost every camera in this
price range. I have friends who are professional photographers and even they helped me buy this
camera. Canon 600D offers you a titling screen which is an asset for sure. Not to forget, the
comforting grip points on the rear as well as the front, ensure that you have a strong and sturdy grip
on the camera. The 1855 mm wide angle lens is a starters lens which will hel. READ MORE Rohit
Joshi Certified Buyer Oct, 2013 8 1 Permalink Report Abuse 5 A semi professional grade camera.
Definite winner I bought this camera bundle from WS retail about a month or so ago. Firstly I would
like to state that I chose this camera after a lot of research beforehand and on use I am not
disappointed even in the least. The 600D is a definite winner! PROS 1. The scene features and
shooting features are many more than the predecessors, giving a wider set of tools to the
photographer. 2. The swivel LCD screen is exceptionally clear and does justice in terms of contrast
of the taken picture, on transfe. READ MORE Manjeri Sadhashivan Certified Buyer Aug, 2013 4 1
Permalink Report Abuse 5 canon camera.I got camera in offer.

I got free 8gb memory card. And they delivered it in 3 days as mentioned. Camera and other freebies
are in good condition. Post your question Product Description DSLR cameras are always preferred
over others as they are much more capable in terms of pure photography and can also be more
flexible in the quality of photos taken. The Canon EOS 600D is an advanced entry level DSLR that is
extremely user friendly. With the Canon EOS 600D, you can also undertake some Full HD Video
recording at varying frames per second. This is possible mainly in three settings, one is at 24 fps, 25
fps and 30 fps. The VariAngle screen is specially designed with a hinge that allows it to be swivelled
in almost any angle. The device comes with an eyelevel pentamirror viewfinder for accurate framing.
The camera features 9 AF points that can be individually selected. An external mic can be connected
while you record movies to capture high quality sound. The camera features a remote control
terminal too. The battery provides 440 shots with viewfinder shooting and up to 180 shots with Live
View shooting. Easy returns. 100% Authentic products. Its intuitive interface allows photographers
to adjust images for exposure, colour saturation and contrast as well as apply settings such as white
balance and sharpening retrospectively. Also included on the EOS Solution disk are other
applications that add new functionality to your EOS camera. ZoomBrowser EX PC and
ImageBrowser Mac offer simple download and image browsing, while EOS Utility provides remote
and tethered shooting facilities. Picture Style Editor lets photographers create and edit their own
picture styles and upload them to their cameras. Canon Photographic Printing Canon’s range of
PIXMA inkjet printers allow EOS photographers to make fineart quality prints at home. Canon
SELPHY dyesublimation printers offer the speed and affordability of a highstreet minilab in a
compact and easytouse form.

Welcome to the EOS system Canon EF lenses and accessories The Canon EOS 600D is compatible



with accessories such as remote controls, and more than 60 EF and EFS lenses. From ultra
wideangle to supertelephoto, there is a Canon lens for every type of photography, whether you are
looking for a versatile zoom or a specialist prime lens. Exceptional lens technology gives Canon
photographers the advantage. Image Stabilisation allows handheld photography with shutter speeds
up to four stops longer than usual without camera shake. UltraLow Dispersion UD, Super UD and
Fluorite lens elements tackle chromatic aberrations or coloured fringing, while Aspherical elements
correct for spherical aberrations, maintaining sharpness across the frame. Ultrasonic AF motors
provide rapid, near silent focusing with excellent accuracy. For example, used in the camera’s
hotshoe, a Canon Speedlite 430EX II offers more power for increased range, as well as features like
a 180degree bounce and swivel head. This enables flash to be bounced off walls and ceilings, giving
a softer, more flattering, look to portraits. Canon Speedlites can also be used offcamera, triggered
wirelessly and without additional accessories thanks to the EOS 600D’s builtin wireless trigger.
Offcamera flash lets a photographer to illuminate their subject from any angle, and use creative
flash to create whatever look and feel they wish. The EOS 600D is compatible with all EXseries
Speedlite Flashguns, and makes use of the continuous light source built into the Speedlite 320EX,
which can be activated automatically during video mode in lowlight conditions. It’s a collection of
superb lenses, sophisticated flashes and versatile accessories that are trusted the world over by
enthusiasts and professional photographers alike. Sections include. Also how and when to use focus
lock and backbutton focusing. Also how to make use of exposure lock. This will give you a good idea
what to expect when you purchase it.

Click here for a very handy guide that shows you exactly how to put this book into your iBooks app.
He is an avid photographer, graphic designer, bedroom DJ and devoted Mac addict. Attila got his
first DSLR camera, a Canon 10D, back in 2003 and he has been hooked on photography ever since.
Sortimentet med kompakta EOS M och EOS Rsystemkameror i fullformat ger kraften hos en
spegelreflexkamera i ett kompakt kamerahus. Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers
and discounts. The compact, lightweight SLR camera has everything on board for capturing
beautiful photos as well as Full HD videos. It continues to use the 18MP CMOS sensor seen in the
Rebel T2i 550D but gains a tilt and swivel 1,040k dot LCD monitor like the one offered on the more
expensive 60D. It also gains the ability to remotely control flashguns using its internal flash, a
feature previously only featured on higherend models. Alongside the camera, Canon is also
launching the 1855mm F3.55.6 IS II, a cosmetically revised version of its optically stabilized kit lens.
Name required Mail will not be published required Website Featured Article DEP and ADEP Modes
Explanation on DSLR Photography Tips The Zooming Photography Technique External Flash
Photography Techniques Star Trails Photography Tips and Tricks Tips for Buying Used DSLR Flash
What is the Effect of Activating Image Stabilization When We Use Tripod. What Photographers
Should Keep in Mind When Using Facebook What is Vignette in The World of Photography “Bliss”
the Most Viewed Photograph in the World Subscribe to this blog and never miss a post. All emails
are kept private. Enter your email addres Delivered by FeedBurner Join With Us. Az EOS M es az
EOS R teljes kepmezos, tukor nelkuli termekcsalad a DSLR keszulekek teljesitmenyet nyujtja egy
kompakt fenykepezogep vazaban.

Register your product and opt in for exclusive offers and discounts Olvassa el a gyakran ismetelt
kerdeseket Tudj meg tobbet a cookiek hasznalatarol, es modositsd a cookiek beallitasait itt.
Weboldalunk hasznalatanak folytatasaval, illetve a kovetkezore kattintassal elfogadod a cookiek
hasznalatat eszkozeiden I Elfogadom. EOS M and EOS R Full Frame mirrorless ranges deliver the
power of DSLR in the body of a compact camera. Such highresolution allows large print sizes and
the flexibility to crop pictures for alternative compositions. Video Snapshot technology allows short
clips of 2, 4 or 8 sec to be merged into a single movie file, for footage that looks like it was edited
professionally, while Movie Digital Zoom permits 310x magnification. In some parts of the world,
this camera uses the model number Canon 600D or EOS Kiss X5 in Japan. All these versions of the



camera are identical. This workhorse of a camera continues to be widely used. This means these
cameras contain professional features for manually adjusting exposure, as well as automatic features
which essentially turn this camera into a pointandshoot. This tutorial will center generally on
shooting photos, with a brief primer on its video features. But unlike most other SLR still cameras,
the Canon Rebel T3i can also shoot video and has a live preview mode for displaying the image on
the back LCD screen in realtime, similar to many consumer digital cameras. The battery is gray with
a small notch on one end where the battery make contact with the device. It is important to insert
the battery with the notch pointed inward, and facing toward the front of the camera. Notice that
the life of the battery decreases at lower temperatures this is true of most lithiumion rechargeable
batteries. Also battery life significantly decreases when using live view mode, movie mode or the
builtin flash. In order to shoot movies, it is recommended to have a memory card of Class 4 or higher
speed rating.

Insert the card with cardface pointed toward the back of the camera as shown below. On the bottom
righthand corner of the screen, the camera will display the approximate number of images that can
be stored on the camera based on the current quality settings. This number is an approximation and
may change as you take pictures, as some pictures are larger file sizes than others. Next, use the
cross keys to navigate among the different menu options. Press left and right keys to move between
the different menu tabs, and press the set button to make a selection. The more advanced modes will
display more options. The quality is defined by the amount of compression that is performed on the
photo. Lower quality photos that are highly compressed are smaller in size. This will allow you to
store more photos on a memory card. Eight megapixels is generally considered more than enough
for web photos in fact it’s a bit large but still allows flexibility to crop and adjust photos as needed.
Or consult the other sections of this tutorial for doing manual settings. It’s important to make sure
the autofocus switch is set to AF to enable autofocus. This is especially useful when zoomed in on
subjects far away while handholding the camera. The image stabilizer is not useful in situations
when the camera is on a tripod, or you are taking mostly wideangle pictures in welllit conditions.
The image stabilizer will use additional battery power to operate, so turning this option off may help
to increase the shooting time. This is the best position for stability and reducing the chances of
dropping the camera. Holding the shutter button halfway down will activate the autofocus, charge
the flash if needed, set the exposure and prepare the camera for taking a picture. If you press the
shutter button down all the way without holding it at the halfway point first, it may cause a slight
delay before the camera will take a picture. The camera does all of the work for you.


